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“Look up at the stars and not down at your feet. Try to make sense of what you see, and wonder about what makes the universe exist. Be curious.”
The idea of celestial objects affecting life on earth has absorbed mankind for thousands of years. In ancient Asia, the movement of the stars across the night sky was regarded as divine omens about the future. Later, Greek philosophers lay the groundwork for the astrology we know today, which divides the year into 12 periods of 12 different signs of the zodiac.

The new Signs of the Zodiac collection is inspired by the sky and the stars. Explore the possibilities and mix your own unique piece of jewellery that matches your style and accentuates your personality.

The collection will be expanded with new star stones, allowing you to add new life and meaning to your zodiac sign jewellery.

Please note: With regards to the placement of the zodiac signs in relation to date, we have selected one of several models. No matter which model you use, you can of course find the zodiac sign jewellery that fits you.
How to mix your own unique zodiac sign jewellery

1. **Choose a zodiac sign.** Your personal charm is available in gold, silver or oxidized. Your choice.

2. **Choose a chain.** Choose between a short or long model. The chains are available in the same materials as the charms. Match the colours or create exciting contrasts.

3. **Choose a star stone.** Give your piece of jewellery an extra personal touch with one or more of the beautiful star stones, each with their own meaning.
Aries

March 21st – April 20th

This fire sign stands for the pioneering, artistic and independent. An Aries has great impact and indomitable strength of will. A typical Aries is brave, exploring, full of energy and readily walks first as a pioneer into uncharted territory.
The earth sign Taurus represents the calm, caring and heartfelt. A Taurus is present in the moment and knows how to enjoy the natural pleasures of life. Patience and persistence characterises Taurus, who is sound and difficult to enrage.
Gemini

May 22nd – June 21st

Gemini / p-903
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 14 mm
RRP: 300 DKK / 43 EUR
37 GBP / 68 USD / 399 SEK / 449 NOK

This air sign is characterised by dynamism, humour and curiosity. A Gemini is sociable, with a lively personality and enjoys communicating. A typical Gemini is always keen on new experiences and constantly on the move.
Cancer

June 22\textsuperscript{nd} – July 22\textsuperscript{nd}

Cancer is a water sign characterised by sensitivity and a caring nature. Security and close relations is important to a Cancer, who loves his or her family and appreciates tradition. A Cancer has a sensitive personality and can come off as reserved, but behind this facade lies a warm emotional life.
Self-confidence and strength characterises this fire sign. Leos are stylish and creative personalities who love to express themselves. A Leo is confident, brave and doesn’t show weakness. Leos enjoy being the centre of attention and do not like being overlooked – which only rarely happens.
Virgo

August 24th – September 23rd

This earth sign stands for elegance, perfectionism and depth. A typical Virgo is a focused and reflective personality with a keen sense of logic. A Virgo displays great care, and if you need a friend, you can always count on a Virgo. A balanced Virgo can outshine all other signs of the zodiac.
A graceful, honest and fair air sign. A Libra seeks out love and harmony in all relations. As a person, a Libra is friendly, charming and social. A great interest in other people and a desire to always create balance are typical characteristics of a Libra.
Scorpio

October 24th – November 23rd

Scorpio / p-908
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 14 mm
RRP: 300 DKK / 43 EUR
37 GBP / 68 USD / 399 SEK / 449 NOK

Strength, intensity and mystique characterises the water sign of Scorpio – who explores the depths of life and helps in creating change. A Scorpio is passionate and allows him or herself to be guided by instincts, emotions and senses. A true Scorpio has a mysterious and alluring aura.
Sagittarius

November 24th – December 21st

This fire sign is optimistic and generous. A Sagittarius is a true adventurer who likes traveling, learning and sharing knowledge. A Sagittarius will readily commit him or herself but also needs room and space. An optimistic outlook on life, energy and an infectious spirit – that’s the Sagittarius.
Capricorn

December 22nd – January 20th

The earth sign of Capricorn is characterised by gracefulness, dignity and coolness. A Capricorn loves meaningful challenges and has a deep passion for creating things of lasting value. A Capricorn is a realistic, determined and ambitious personality that never burns bridges.
Aquarius is an eccentric and rebellious air sign, leading the way with new ideas for changing the world. An Aquarius loves personal freedom but also highly appreciates community. An Aquarius is also unconventional and visionary and often the person to think of surprising ideas.
Pisces

February 20th – March 20th

Pisces / p-912
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 14 mm
RRP: 300 DKK / 43 EUR
37 GBP / 68 USD / 399 SEK / 449 NOK

A delicate and mysterious water sign characterised by feelings. A Pisces is imaginative and enjoys the small, refined details of life. As a person, a Pisces is soft, sensitive and romantic but also has a good imagination. Pisces are often artistic, spiritual and find it easy to sympathise with others.
Short anchor chain / n-900
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Length: 40-48 cm. Adjustable
RRP: 275 DKK / 39 EUR
34 GBP / 62 USD / 375 SEK / 399 NOK

Short anchor chain with an adjustable length of 40-48 cm. Choose between the colours gold, silver and oxidized.
Chain

Long model

Long anchor chain / n-901
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Length: 62-70 cm. Adjustable
RRP: 325 DKK / 46 EUR
40 GBP / 72 USD / 449 SEK / 475 NOK

Long anchor chain with an adjustable length of 62-70 cm. Choose between the colours gold, silver and oxidized.
Do you want your zodiac sign jewellery to be something very special? The 8 replaceable star stones can be combined with any charm and adds an elegant and personal touch to your piece of jewellery.

Each stone is beautiful by itself and possesses special positive characteristics. Some stones have special connections to particular zodiac signs, but all star stones can be used for all zodiac signs. Choose one or more of the stones that you like best and that best suits your style and personality.

The collection will continually be expanded with new star stones, allowing you to add new energy and meaning to your zodiac sign jewellery.
Diamond

Love

Diamond / p-920

Metal: gp / s / rut
Size: 2,5 mm
RRP: 800 DKK / 108 EUR
90 GBP / 146 USD / 999 SEK / 1099 NOK

Diamond is the king of stones, representing wisdom and insight. The diamond also symbolises the sun of the solar system, around which everything turns. And the diamond likewise stands for innocence, purity and love.

Is in harmony with all zodiac signs and in particular connected to Aquarius, Aries, Leo and Capricorn.
Rock Crystal

Strength and power

The rock crystal stimulates energy and thought – and the stone is also rumoured to bring the energy of the stars into the soul.

Is in harmony with all zodiac signs.

Rock Crystal / p-921
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK
Rose Quartz

Love and balance

Rose Quartz / p-922
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK

Rose Quartz brings balance, vitality and a calming, warm energy. Represents love and charity. Protects against radiation and negative vibes.

Connected to Taurus and Libra in particular.
Amethyst

Spirituality and enlightenment

Amethyst / p-923
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK

The Amethyst is a warm and protective stone. Stimulates the sense of logic and gives the courage to make important decisions. Promotes intuition, spiritual development and enlightenment. Also inspires creativity.

Connected to Aquarius, Pisces, Virgo, Scorpio and Sagittarius in particular.
Grey Moonstone

Clarity and communication

Grey Moonstone / p-924
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK

This stone represents soul-searching, thoughtfulness and a new beginning. It stands for openness and communication and provides peace of mind and greater clarity. The stone also creates balance and offers protection on journeys.

Connected to Pisces, Aries, Cancer, Sagittarius and Capricorn in particular.
Turquoise

Love and harmony

The blue energy of the sky and the closeness of the earth lies in this stone that strengthens creativity and communication as well as stimulating intuition. The stone symbolises peace, harmony, community and love.

Connected to Aquarius, Pisces and Sagittarius in particular.
Lapis Lazuli

Vigilance and strength

Lapis Lazuli / p-926
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK

Lapis Lazuli increases awareness and imbues a sense of serenity. Lapis Lazuli is also a friendship and will stone that strengthens patience and stimulates intuition.

Connected to Gemini, Virgo, Libra and Sagittarius in particular.
Black Onyx

Inspiration and strength

Black Onyx / p-927
Metal: gp / s / oxy
Size: 3,5 mm
RRP: 200 DKK / 30 EUR
25 GBP / 48 USD / 299 SEK / 299 NOK

Black Onyx represents stability and balance. Provides strength for making important decisions. Softens fear, treats grief and increases stability.

Connected to Aries, Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn in particular.
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